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Abstract 
Cities and infrastructure (tangible and intangible-knowledge networks, energy) play a central role in every socio-
economic relaunch strategy of our country's territory and their importance is confirmed within the large deck in a 
Masterplan strategic vision to build over the impulse screwed by the Government. 
The large European cities, and many Italian cities of the Centre-North, are located in the large European dimension 
of flows and free mobility of goods and people with new trains, ports and new networks will determine relations 
outside Europe. Shopping at the South – roughly at 35% to 2013 has been falling – that the enlarged public sector 
per capita is highest for a decade in the Centre-North.  Among the SOEs ANAS, for example, invests in the South (6 
regions plus two islands) about 70% in 2013, while Railways does not invest more time (14%). To build such a 
strategy, since we will not be able to bridge the structural programming within the latter gup not having made use of 
the previous ones, we must reverse the approach method: from immaterial to the territorial effects of concurrently by 
quality and competition and start the right to mobility as a condition of a modern society. In this sense we can point 
to some actions where competition is still open in Europe disorders and/or renegotiate the country's positions in the 
European area. 
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1. What conditions? 
Having said that is especially true for the intangible infrastructure (energy, ICT, cultural and managerial systems, 
knowledge economy, efficiency and administrative simplification, innovative governance and capacity-building) 
and for those materials (urban areas, transport, timely infrastructure green infrastructure, services) where innovation 
can be transferred and act. Today in fact have changed the parameters and economic indicators, urban and territorial 
competition, because the role of the time factor-like ability to cancel the ratio area/time in virtual space through 
technology and be in "real time" in the world market of flows in the intangible asset has changed. The weather is 
another complex parameter which influences future space organization and the urban economy producing services, 
especially new types of services. Unfortunately, the ability to move from debate to action in Italy and especially in 
the South is absent.  The trend today seems to change. The role of ports and logistics – referred to the recent reform 
and national strategy plan1, the way in which you are programming the national road network (ANAS), railways and 
large urban nodes seem to reflect on the country's territorial system at the base of a cultural and economic growth. 
Railroads occupy a pivotal world role in strategy and freight transport at European level no coincidence indeed by 
2030 on 30% of road traffic will have to be moved by rail and by 2050 the 50%2.  
From this follows that the South as well as roads, railways also must be equipped with high-capacity and high-
efficient speed and not just improve the current conditions. Would move the problem over time. These networks 
would be suitable3 to the new freight carriers (750 m) and passengers (1500 m) in terms of connection to the era 
including the ports and airports of European interest (core) as those of State interest (comprehensive)4. Imagine the 
last mile and ports (Napoli, Gioia Tauro, Taranto, Augusta) or airports (airport of the Strait, Catania...) that are not 
connected to these networks. The same is true for cities that are identifying with an identity card in the system of 
Italian metropolitan cities and as nodes in the European area. The infrastructure becomes a duty, an obligation asset 
logistics intermodality, sustainable mobility is a necessity, a right. For these types of investments, leaving the 
perimeter public of large SOEs can be a good opportunity, not only to reduce the national debt, but also to expedite 
and ensure multiannual programming-according to national strategies, but with more competitiveness in the market. 
(Moraci F., 2015). 
Certainly the new system should be regulated and restricted. The South so marginalized geographically, if 
nothing is done, the result is weakened and cities, cut off by infrastructure investment, will struggle to win territorial 
value redistribute urban in terms of welfare. Even the bet of metropolitan cities beyond administrative definitions 
 
 
1 Professor Francesca Moraci is among the 15 experts appointed by the Government to prepare the National logistics plan. 
2 The ten listed by the European Union macro objectives for TEN-T to the horizons 2020-2030- 2050 networks, to implement the infrastructure 
and services networks indicate to realize, in time: 2020: completing priority projects of technological innovation: SESAR- ATM Air traffic 
management, ERTMS European Rail Traffic Management System, ITS Intelligent Transport System for road, RIS-warterborne River 
Information Services; 2020: reorganization of the information, fares, booking services for the whole multimodal transport system; 2030: limit the 
use of conventional vehicles in urban mobility; 2050: prohibit the use of conventional vehicles in urban mobility; 2030: reorganization of the 
urban distribution of goods "city logistics" CO2-free in large urban areas; 2030: implement an intermodal TEN-T core network and fully 
functional; 2050: complete the network with high-quality services and high capacity; 2050: complete the railway High Speed -AV-, with the aim 
of tripling the network created in 2030 and transferred, by 2050, most of the passengers traveling on medium haul towards - AV- services; 2030: 
transfer 30 % of road traffic to other modes: rail, sea and inland waterways; 2050: transfer the 50% of road traffic to other modes: rail, sea and 
inland waterways; 2050: connecting airports ports and waterways of the TEN-T core network with railway lines - a V-; 2050: reduce emissions of 
air and maritime transport 40%; 2050: give full application of "user pays and polluter pays" principles to eliminate distortions of competition 
between modal services and ensure investment returns to fund infrastructure transportation; 2050: reduce up to zero limit the loss of life in line 
with the aim to halve accidents by 2020, so that Europe has the primacy of security and safety for the individual modes of transport: road, rail , 
port and airport. 
3 The 2014 Report on the State of play of the Scandinavian Mediterranean corridor affecting Italy, it can be seen that are designed to meet and 
exceed the minimum standards of length European trains North of Bologna, while there are no operations South of Bologna, but they cited 
include the Adriatic railway network RFI attempts in Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor since it would be achievable with a minor economic 
intervention. 
4 The core network concerns: 83 major European ports by rail and road links; 37 main airports with connections to major cities; 15000 km of 
railway lines converted to high speed. 
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and governance is to be built in terms of strategic content and statutes that reflect territorial balance as well as 
politicians. Also the setting of the plan of the metropolitan city already looks old in the concept that certain 
cities/regions have made (Karrer F., Ricci M., 2008).  Enable local/European project actions and, in the process, 
build the vision of a territory as a public policy action place based, but linked to multidimensional relational goals. 
The approach defines three fundamental directions relative to best practices to be activated and at the same time the 
programming and foremost compliance with 2014-20; another reading of European issues in local administration 
and legal disclaimer linked to national and regional laws and reforms in progress. Finally, the integrated reading 
with the priority actions to be put in place and their feasibility (including supply chains can be activated). (Moraci 
F., 2014). 
 
1.1 New or old territorial responsibility 
 
The South has a condition dictated by an infrastructure gap, from an administrative inefficiency and 
refractoriness to transpose/turn the innovations. What are the requirements for a-possible-ransom? 
If one side so there are political responsibilities of national vision, the ability of the South to spend, supported by 
the flows of funding "Europeans" (co-financed by the State and by the same regions), was unsatisfactory because the 
mechanism has become too abstract without direction only. There is a need for greater accountability and expertise – 
as well as simplification-and the option of using this opportunity, to reconstitute a reputational value lost. The ability 
to give confidence to citizens through the ability of a territorial system (companies, households, Government, 
infrastructure, culture and much more) to compete and, above all, to be believable in selected lines of development, 
to attract investment from the outside and knows how to handle. 
Many believe that institutional capacity is the real social innovation5.  
In this light we must choose whether to be competitive in the South we have to recover all the lost time and work 
that we have done so far, or we have to point to the new spaces of mkt and simultaneously bridge the structural and 
infrastructural gup scoring system priorities and ensuring successful territorial Commons. Including unhinging 
cultural elite fails to think and act the new terms. It is in this sense that the game of integrated strategies (interlinked) 
to learn how to spend to compete, comes in handy. In fact there are no major works and small works, but only sefil 
works , as well as low cost logic shown in the DEF6, it can be a first shock in the market but in the long run could 
cast the country in strategic choices to 2050 (size of infrastructure programming in Europe). 
For this among the many issues that concern infrastructure and primary or contemporaneous with other measures 
seem mobility.  It reflects both the ability of the infrastructure to integrate the territory (by internalizing the 
environmental component and landscaping) is the spatial dimension of European policies in terms of Connecting 
Europe Facility, because the perception of networks such as hallways not only of carriage of goods and people, but 
also of energy and digital7, intangible flows in General. Within this "space" cities, ports, airports, land, playing 
strategic roles. This will be the real space of innovation that we will in the future8. (Edilizia e Territorio, 2015). The 
southern question can therefore be reinterpreted through the infrastructure policy and the urban dimension. USA 
GDP growth as a result of investment in infrastructure, research and innovation, has restarted studies on the impact 
of infrastructure as a multiplier of growth. This new system of networks and nodes (cities, infrastructure, network 
bottlenecks, logistics platforms) which are interwoven with infrastructure material, could invoke the need to adapt 
the latter (the South's past due for infrastructure in terms of infrastructure and intermodal services, but often not for 
 
 
5 35 major cross-border projects to reduce bottlenecks. 
6  The 2014-2020 period funding phase: 50 billion. The global network at regional and national levels, will power the core network of 
transportation.  This global network is an integral part of the TEN-T strategy. Will be operated largely by the Member States, with the possibility 
of obtaining some funding under transport policy and, of course, Sustainable institution must have three essential characteristics: a) the adequacy 
to the socio-economic context; b) the resulting flexibility of the organizational model "on goal" concrete action system; c) the ability to contain 
and reduce the cost of network;d) be efficient coordination in responses to citizens by developing their trust; and) realign the policies and ensure 
implementation. 
7 Institutional innovation process should be aimed at: a) Integration policies and objectives-efficiency.  
8 See also article by Edilizia e Territorio del 14.11.2015 regional policy.  Is subsidiarity in action should not take more than 30 minutes to get to 
the global network. 
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per capita allocation for efficiency) as an investment in value added of capitalisation of profits derived from 
immaterial because territorialisation9. In this sense to the economic expansion of infrastructure assets-not confined-
the need for efficiency and quality would match physical relational territories and cities should redistribute as 
deterrent value added. Infrastructure investments in intangible assets-first shock to be implemented-although cause 
new configurations of widen networks and markets, not local economic benefits while hacking in GDP and in the 
demand for services that urban areas and some types of logistics should provide inadequate and inefficient compared 
with existing equipment. 
 
1.2 There is a new direction for change? 
 
In the case of the role of investment in transport infrastructure, both from an economic standpoint, assessing the 
impact that these investments have on economic growth and, in general, the competitiveness of the economic 
system, both from a microeconomic point of view, through surveys of industry professionals (industrial, financial 
and expert) to understand the factors influencing the return in order to provide food for thought and suggestions of 
policy10, there were significant data. Not only the loss of GDP but also on the mobilisation of private resources to 
which Italy is the less attractive country. Conftrasporto in Cernobbio has stated that the gap in infrastructure the 
country loses 42 billion per year with a hidden tax to 700 euro\ per citizen11. At the same time the transport 
infrastructure in the town think-have acquired negativity due to a combination of factors ranging from complex 
regulatory framework, the uncertainty of planning and organising, procurement code, the infinite time to achieve 
them, the widespread corruption.   
The master plan of the Government at contextual conditions, functioning of markets and indicates the ' preparing 
public inputs in infrastructure and human capital, pointing to policy interventions and funding12. (Deloitte, 2015). 
But it does not identify a single territorial infrastructure strategy, delegation agreements. The first claim is that the 
South must think together and switch off over time. Do critical mass in a strategic vision for the southern regional 
interconnected and relational system (to overcome the atomization of interventions). It is necessary to create greater 
spatial synchronicity in implementing policies (regional programming expenditure "different speed") to guarantee 
the common infrastructure case. In this sense, the constitutional reform indicate regional autonomy and Munger 
input lead back to center the control room infrastructure. The feeling between the insiders is loss of control between 
the guarantee of political coherence, the need to abandon certain rhetorical that are dl territory may affect the 
national strategy with a squint and the absence of an operating plan that meets the programming and appropriateness 
of interventions. Which might be the second connoted the Masterplan as well as also indicated in the stability law. 
In fact a little operational national programming13 (Legge di Stabilità, 2015) and not fully explained translates into 
 
 
9 Just look at the great trans-Asian corridors, the new trans-Siberian railway, China-Germany, Ratvitze corridors of the Soviet Union, the Silk 
Road. Finally the nodes represented by Vienna and Bratislava and then get up at Suez. 
10 See l. Summers-Emeritus Professor and economist at Harvard, Clinton's Treasury Secretary and Director of Obama's National Economic 
Council-in an article in August 2014 of the Boston Globe wrote: :“Finally, infrastructure investment is important for generational fairness. We 
live in a period when a — if not the — focus of economic policy has been on reducing government deficits and debts. These are important 
concerns, but they have been viewed too narrowly. Infrastructure investments, even if not immediately paid for with new revenue sources, can 
easily contribute to reductions in long-term debt-to-income ratios because they spur economic growth, raise long-run capacity, and reduce the 
obligations of future generations. It is an accounting convention, not an economic reality, that borrowing money shows up as a debt, but 
deferring maintenance that will inevitably have to be done at some point does not. When maintenance or necessary investment is deferred, the 
bills climb much more quickly than the cost of federal borrowing at an average interest rate below 2 percent.”. 
11  I think of tax rules on tax revenue for companies working in the immaterial, not only as an incentive but also how effective redistribution in 
the territory they cross. 
12 See the Deloitte report-LUISS "investment in infrastructure-returns and Delays", Rome, 10 November 2015. 
13 See "Il Giornale" del 16.10.2015 "For the gup on infrastructure we lose 42 billion per year". See "stability law-synthesis of interventions", 
Dossier XVII, term, November 2015 which reads: "The stability law identifies with multiannual expenditure for rail transport are carried out 
some modest remodulations (construction of the railway line Turin-Lyon and third pass of Giovi, adaptation of the track and speed of Bologna-
Lecce, investment in the national railway infrastructure network , works of access to port facilities) some partial  de funding  (a reduction of 250 
million for the 2016 of assistance rendered into account plants Italian railways Spa, a reduction of 5 million euros for the routes of high speed 
Brescia-Verona-Padova railway line AV/AC Milan-Venezia and Apex-Orsara and Frasso Telesino-Vitulano AC high speed railway line Naples-
Bari, as well as a reduction of 7.1 million for 2016 with reference to offshore platform in front of the port of Venice) and some refinancings (200 
million in 2018, for contracts of program RFI) ". 
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an administrative and technical machine disorientation and inability to comply with the timing of the same 
programming. In addition to individual drivers in each region that could become the "Patti" unless guided by a 
strong idea of plan. In this sense Social cohesion funds must be translated into a real and feasible projects through 
southern Masterplan that will coordinate the programming phases (in terms of timing of expenditure) related to 
achievement of results. Therefore the proposal to condition and allocate shares of thematic objectives (focus on 
which are based the national funds) in every measurable performance and condition of the POR becomes a structural 
change. 
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